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RESUMEN 
Global warming affects the city and the interaction of anthropogenic systems. Among the effects of climate 
change, there is an increase in the average sea level, as reported by the IPCC. In an unpredictable future of 
climate change where cities are vulnerable anthropic systems, it is required to make cities climate-proof. This 
thesis research focuses on the seashore street, in the Portuguese coastal cities. The relationship between water 
and the built area defines a territory that has been considered habitable and that over time has developed 
different forms of use: fishing, port, and today is a recreational place. 
The aim is to describe seashore streets' characteristics in the space through a morphological analysis of its 
spatial dimension evolution in time. Furthermore to understand what happens when the urban and the Atlantic 
overlap. The identification and classification of this part of the city is the first step for its adaptation.  
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Introduction 
 
Designing in a changing climate plays a decisive role in preparing the city for the impact of global warming 
through actions and design approaches useful to increasing the adaptive capabilities of cities. The examination 
of adaptation plans, urban design strategies, climate proof policies in response to climate change, become a 
fundamental element for city planning; aware that in the near future we will have to live more and more with the 
unpredictability and increasing intensity of extreme weather phenomena. Contemporary it is urgent to study 
adaptation and measures of urban fabrics and there is the need to rethink open spaces through the stratification 
of functions and uses, intertwining the 'extraordinary' events of climate change and the 'ordinary' of living in the 
city.  
 
The morphological study of this space that lies between the city and the water, seashore streets or “Rua 
Marginal”, can be defined as paradigmatic for its forms in relation to the contemporary city. Therefore, as stated 
by Paola Viganò, in her text La città elementare, “observing some materials of the contemporary city and 
describing them, means resuming and deepening the research path.” (Viganò, 1999: 29)  In this dissertation, 
we will addresses the morphological cataloguing of Portuguese seashore streets,  understanding and explaining 
the transformations of this part of the coastal cities.  
 
This procedure requires the development of classification systems capable of dividing the study cases of 
Portuguese seashore streets into groups defined by controllable and reproducible rules. Because that territory 
has similar characteristics but not exactly identical and homogeneous it therefore requires a cataloguing to be 
able to demonstrate the importance of obtaining a “previous classification” of study case, where to cross the 
morphological data. 
 
The aim is to draft a type-morphological framework, which investigates "the critical-relational character between 
underlying tissue and new morphological-type updating factors and that of the search for a possible language 
of modernity based on the intersection of historical and new codes. dimensional and technological scenarios." 
(Riondino, 2012: 196) Thus, through the creation of a morphological type framework, we can identify a space 
on the border between the city and the sea, which we identify as seashore street.  Definition that will be useful 
as a basis to research and design this third landscape, based on its memory and facing an expected sea level 
rise. 
 
The PhD thesis started in September 2017. As a university scholarship winner, with a duration of three years 
starting from June 2018, it is possible that the doctorate will extend for a maximum duration of 4 years.  
 
1. Problem contextualization 
 
2016 was the hottest year on Earth since 1880 – the date on which we start to have scientific data on climate, 
- the global temperature on land and on the ocean surface was 0.94 degrees Celsius above the 20th century 
media, as certified by NASA and the US Federal Agency for Meteorology (NOAA).  
 
Global warming affects the city and the interaction of anthropogenic systems. Among the effects of climate 
change such as rising temperatures, there is an increase in the average sea level, as reported by the IPCC.  
The increasingly alarming consequences of this rise, require the conscious management, the development of 
models and the drafting of measures suitable for intervention to facilitate the adaptation of the part of the city 
most vulnerable to flooding.  
 
The uncertainty that characterizes the design of the contemporary city, is also due to scenarios of 
unpredictability of the climate and it is for this reason that is necessary to investigate new processes of planning 
and management of the territory by improving the integration between science and urban planning. (Costa, 
2013: 125)   
 
In this historical moment, governments' inability to control the evolution of climate change requires adaptive 
interventions on the urban system. Managing and planning the territory and the city in scenarios of 
unpredictability, through a possible forecast, in a framework made up of various environmental factors, is the 
aim of a new urban planning that learns to live with uncertainty.  
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The increase of the average sea level poses new problems, where the main one is to understand which spaces 
of the coastal cities will undergo flooding processes.  
 
In summary, the predictability of recurrently published data regarding Sea Level Rise (SLR), emissions of 
greenhouse gases and socio-economic tendencies continues to consolidate and aluminated the relevant tools 
that urbanism has to use in creating adequate adaptation measures. (Costa et al, 2014) 
 
2. Object of study  
 
The Portuguese coastal territory extends for 943 km and about 80% of the population live there, due to the 
consequences of climate change, this territory is particularly vulnerable. In this context, it is essential to study 
and understand the vulnerable parts of the city to try to prevent problems due to the increase in the average 
sea level, such as floods in the city.  
 
Through an almost geometric approach we want to investigate the physical components of the city and the sea, 
the “in-between” space. A space of difficult description to which the term “Seashore Street”, or in Portuguese 
“Rua Marginal” is not sufficient for a through characterization having in mind an intervention (Fig. 01). Because 
this space is not a line but has a thickness, it is not only a street, it is rather a space to which it has not yet been 
possible to attribute its borders and margins. In fact it can be described as a strip or a belt, an area where the 
urban and the Atlantic overlap, which is not fixed but mobile: we think above all in relation to the rise of the 
average sea level and the affected urban fabrics of coastal settlements.  
 
The purpose of the thesis is to define the urban object in its characteristics to be able to operate thereafter, 
because until now it is treated as a “grey spot.” Grey spot in which, at the moment, it is not possible to understand 
the relationship between urban morphology and the phenomenon of flooding, due to climate changes. 

Fig. 01: Cascais, Ericeira, Espinho, Nazaré, Ponta Delgada, Sesimbra. Source: Author edition of Google earth satellite images. 
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3. Research question 
 
It is necessary to highlight the starting point or that the present context of climate change effects on Portuguese 
coastal settlements is an opportunity to rethink and plan the transformation and adaptation of the seashore 
street. 
 
The main question we will try to answer through this research is: 
 

• How are Portuguese seashore streets formed? 
 
Based on a type-morphological approach we expect that the explanation of the types of seashore and their 
formation process will be useful for the design of future waterfront spaces based on their memory. Because the 
relationship between water and the built area defines a territory that from 19th century was considered habitable 
and developed different forms of use. It was originated form the needs arising from the port and the fishing 
activity; today it is a leisure space used primarily as a touristic place (Fig. 02). 
 
Other questions related to the first, are: 
 

• Is the type of the seashore street a landscape that belongs to the past or will it undergo an evolution? 
Which parts of seashore streets are more vulnerable to SLR? 

 
• How to integrate their heritage value (in case they have it) in the adaptation measures and 

transformations? 
 

• What role does a type-morphological framework play in studying that fragile territory in relation to 
climate change? 

 
• What is the importance of urban form and morphology in the delineation of resilient urban planning? 

 

Fig. 02: Moledo, Vila Praia de Âncora, Vila do Conde, Matosinhos, Barreiro, Setúbal. Source: Author edition. 
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4. Objectives 
 
The main objective, is to create a type-morphological framework that identifies, defines and organizes different 
morphological types of Portuguese seashore streets.  We aim also to identify, name and describe, this 
vulnerable and important space where the city and the sea overlap. 
 
The aim of the type-morphological framework is: 
 

• To  study the Portuguese coasts in their relationship between the morphology of the territory and the 
built, in relation with the rise of the average sea level. 

 
• To define a classification of the Portuguese seashore street that allows the elaboration of a reference 

typological framework. 
 

• To decipher the formation and transformation processes, through the analysis of case studies present 
in the national territory. 

 
As Paola Viganò wrote in 1999, the importance of creating a typological framework is to “observe the changing 
of the elements that make up the city and the territory” to obtain “a window from which to read the 
transformations.” (Viganò, 1999: 85) 
 
As will be better described in the chapter Benefits, writing the type-morphological framework of the seashore 
street has the benefit and future contribution of being a valid basis: 
 

• To study a solution for the seashore streets, affected by the rise of the average sea level, through the 
adaptative project of public space.  

 
5. State of the art 
 
The state of the art of this research is based on two main topics: urban morphology and climate change. The 
interaction between the two terms makes it possible to construct the project proposal. For the study of the urban 
morphology of the seashore street, we will compose a state of the art starting from the different school of 
thought.  
 
It is necessary to underline that the element of the boundary street, of the margin between the coast and the 
water, has not yet been studied and described except in relation to a larger space that is the urban waterfront.  
 
For this reason, therefore, the theoretical critical concern of the physical form of the seashore street can be 
defined by analysing the concept of street. Through the theoretical contextualization we tried to critically expose 
the importance of the knowledge of the street in the modern city, of its description and representation to rethink 
the morphological forms of the city. 
 
The thought of Saverio Muratori and of the Italian School is of great importance for drawing up a type-
morphological framework, a classification of the Portuguese seashore streets. The typological analysis taught 
between 1950 and 1960 by Saverio Muratori and Carlo Aymonino, was centred on the survey that relates the 
relationship between urban morphology and the built typology to understand the typological process, the 
evolutionary process of the evolution of the fabric of the city, to generate new types. 
 
In the same years, Aldo Rossi introduces the rigour of the layout and of the forms into the design of the city, 
describing the dependence of the urban form with the typology of the city, contrasting the morphology of the 
traditional city with the modern one. Rossi, describing the urban form according to the elements that structure 
the city, anticipates the idea of an abacus categorization.  
 
The use of a categorization abacus, a type-morphological framework, is useful because "the types function as 
a proposition for reproduction.” (Panerai, Depaule, Demorgon, 1999: 106) 
 
Aldo Rossi, also, in 1966 considers the street as the fundamental fixed point for the configuration of the city in 
today's urban dynamics. Almost in the same year Jane Jacobs states that the street, above all pedestrian is the 
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seat of social activities and in 1975 Krier states that the elementary units of the city are the street and the square 
which dictate the rules of urban composition. 
 
Franco Purini declared that understanding the structure of the plot in its inertial components and its dynamic 
values does not seem possible without the "reconstruction" of its origin. (Purini,  2000: 274)  Bernardo Secchi 
in 1989 wrote in the article “Lo spessore della strada” that what is needed to give back to the road its functional 
and semantic depth, is making it become a constituent element of the urban and territorial project.  
 
Jacobs in his book, titled Great Streets (1993), studied many types of street in the world, from Pittsburgh to 
Beijing and he produced more than 200 illustrations. He drew different streets and this book is interesting for 
the quality of the information about the space that Jacobs analysed. The reference to this book is important for 
the value that the author gives to the drawing, such as a tool to describe and investigate the city. 
 
In 1999 Panerai, Demorgon and Depaule stated that the analysis of public space can be made from different 
points of view: as a global system that constitutes the structure of the urban form. 
 
"The public space includes all the streets: streets and alleys, avenues and avenues, squares and squares, 
walks, docks and bridges but also rivers and canals, banks and beaches. This set is organized in a network to 
allow distribution and circulation. "(Panerai, Demorgon, Depaule, 1999: 78)  
 
Finally, quoting the text “La città elementare” by Paola Viganò, "the architecture of the city changes its role in 
relation to the ambiguity of the concept of urban form" (1999: 113) 
 
6. Hypothesis 
 
It is necessary to underline the importance of the assumptions to this investigation, as follows: the increase in 
the average sea level, as reported by the IPCC, is directly connected to the morphology of the territory and of 
the built of those parts of the city that are the most vulnerable to flooding.  
 
Where the effects of climate change can be seen as an opportunity to re-think and re-design the contemporary 
city starting from the marginal areas between the built up and the water. The study of marginal public space can 
be interpreted as an opportunity to investigate the debate on the contemporary city and above all achieves the 
recovery of values and identifiable quality in the concept of city. 
 
It is considered that: 
 

• It is not possible to understand and anticipate the effects of climate change on the seashore street 
without knowing the relationship between the morphology of the urban element and the raising of the 
average sea level. 

 
For this reason, the hypotheses are: 
 

• It is not possible to decode the seashore street without observing the consolidated urban space, its 
morphology, morphogenesis and transformation. 

 
• It is not possible to adapt the seashore street to climate change without carrying out a morphological 

study. 
 
In this thesis it is placed the hypotheses that the knowledge on the formation process of seashore streets is 
essential to tackle the challenge of the effects of SLR on coastal urban fabrics. This knowledge may be achieved 
with a type-morphological analysis of seashore streets and the composition of a type morphological framework 
of these spaces coupled with local SLR scenarios, leading to the definition of a third landscape, essential for 
the design of a adaptation measures (Fig. 03).  
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Fig. 03: Cross sections of seashore street of Cascais, Ericeira, Espinho, Nazaré, Ponta Delgada, Sesimbra, considering a +5m sea level 
rise. Source: Author edition. 
 
7. Research Design 
 
To achieve the results of the investigation and therefore to analyse and better evolve the study theme, reference 
was made to a combination of methods and techniques, through the collection of data. The empirical data will 
derive from the analysis of the selected case studies with the intention of analysing the most relevant cases 
throughout the Portuguese territory. 
 
The methodology, for this research project, will be the reading and interpretation of the case studies to arrive at 
the understanding of the formation and transformation process of the contemporary seashore street in relation 
to climate change but above all to the average rise in sea level.  
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“In the current context in which climate change promotes a gradual but inevitable sea-level rise, it is essential 
to know the diversity of seashore street's type as well as to define measures and design their adaptation to 
climate change, coordinated with the cultural heritage of the urban spaces and the need and aspirations of the 
populations, who understand them as irreplaceable references both in their daily lives and as representation 
stages of the exceptional events of society.” (Proença, 2018: n.p.) 
 
It is necessary to underline that the intention is to map the main Portuguese coastal cities, to study their 
morphological evolution, which is why the research will be based on a qualitative and not quantitative analysis. 
The methodology is ascribable to the non-interventionist paradigm as the empirical data resulting from the 
morphological analysis of the cities, case studies that will compose the type-morphological framework, will not 
be modified. We think that drawing up a catalogue through the mapping of the relations between the full and 
empty spaces of this part of the city, is the first step to promote the adaptation of the city to climate change and 
to rethink new urban forms. Conscious that through the graphic representation of the case studies there is a 
better and more rapid perception of the urban space, of the morphological characteristics of the terrain and 
above all of effects of the raising of the mean sea level. In the meantime is important to underline the importance 
of the drawing in the scientific research, because it is an important method of investigation proper to urban-
architectural discipline in the role of a methodological process has.  
 
Research Design is divided into four phases (Fig. 04): Literature Review, Elaboration of database, Local SLR 
Scenario's Impact, Elaboration of a type-morphological framework, Definition of third landscape. 
 
Literature review 
 
The research methodology for the thesis project consists of several phases, the first is the study of the different 
authors who investigate the theme of urban morphology - through the collection, selection, analysis and critical 
synthesis – and the theme of climate change, specifically the sea level rise, that supports the development of 
the State of the Art. Through the revision of the literature a detailed State of the Art is established, reviewing 
and analysing the literature related to the study of the city starting from it's urban form. The stabilization of 
concepts by elaborating the State of the Art is necessary in order to trace the research guidelines and the 
hypothesis that will follow.  
 
Elaboration of a database 
 
For the development of the thesis project, the classification of the elements to be studied, the Portuguese 
seashore streets, will be fundamental.  
 
The phase of construction of the database will comprise three phases: the Selection, the Collection and the 
Graphic Restitution of the seashore streets. 
 
The drawing of the morphological elements will be necessary to arrive, through interpretation, to the synthesis 
of the classification of the studied cases. It is important to underline the importance of the drawing, in this 
scientific research, for its role in the categorization as a methodological process has. Quoting Panerai, it is 
through “a first phase of observation that it is possible to identify the differences: plots that add up, overlap, 
interrupt and re-emerge, affirming the importance of drawing as a means of understanding and making sense.” 
The graphic rendition of the seashore street will take place through the detailed plan drawing, the cross-section 
and the photography of the element to which add up the drafting of characteristics texts for each individually 
case study. 
 
Jacobs states that: “Streets are defined in two ways: vertically, which has to do with height of buildings or walls 
or trees along a street: and horizontally, which has most to do with the length of the spacing between whatever 
is doing the defining.” (pp 277) Jacobs in his book, titled Great Streets (1993), studied many types of street in 
the world, from Pittsburgh to Beijing and he produced more than 200 illustrations. He drew different streets and 
this book is interesting for the quality of the information about the space that Jacobs analysed. The reference 
to this book is important for the value that the author gives to the drawing, such as a tool to describe and 
investigate the city. Through the graphic and photographic representation of the seashore street, in different 
periods, it will be possible to investigate the process of formation and transformation over the years. It is 
essential to perceive the transformation of the seashore street over time because the morphological richness 
of its urban fabric and space is the result of a process of sedimentation over time, which defines the urban 
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layout of the seashore streets and make it recognizable.  
 
The graphic element of the section is an instrument that allows a more evident and immediate perception of the  
urban space. The cross section, in fact, allows to report the relationship between the width and height of the 
street and its own characteristics that the two-dimensional representation of the plant does not fully explore. In 
this case, the characteristics of the seashore street, that through the cross section you can understand, are the 
buildings, the walls, the arborization, the slope of the coast and the natural element of water. That is, the cross-
section allows us to investigate the relationships between the elements that make up the seashore street. It is 
thus possible to justify the choice of using mainly the cross-section to draw up the initial previous classification 
of the seashore street under study. The use of the coastline cross section to describe the seashore has been 
chosen as a graphical approach because it facilitated the study of the topography of the landscape combined 
with the study of the built city. The plan representation of the seashore street will allow to investigate the 
relationship of the ground of the buildings with the raising of the average sea level. Furthermore, by drawing up 
the ground floor plan, it will be possible to investigate the intended use of each space (residential, commercial, 
services) that will undergo flooding effects. 
 
Local SLR Scenario's Impact for selected Case Studies 
 
Simultaneously with the preparation of the database, the Local Sea Level Rise scenarios will be drawn up for 
the selected case studies. To compile the scenarios for raising the average sea level, the data provided by the 
IDL (Institute Dom Luis) will be used. Through the scientific data on the SLR provided by the institute it will be 
possible to obtain more accurate scenarios of the local impacts due to climate change.  
 
Elaboration of a Type-Morphological Framework 
 
The construction of a type-morphology framework is an efficient means to investigate the morphological diversity 
of the seashore streets of the Portuguese coasts. 
 
For the construction of the type-morphology, - as already discussed in the 2014 “A diversidade da rua na cidade 
de Lisboa” thesis of Sergio Proença, - we will use the typo-logical analysis method described by Panerai, 
Depaule, Demorgon which includes four phases: the Identification of the Corpus, the Previous Classification, 
the Elaboration of the Type-morphology and finally the Typology.  
 
Following the investigation of the seashore street through its identification for case studies is the typo-logical 
classification the method chosen to code the territory and the elements that compose it.  
 
We used the “previous classification” or rather: “the drawing up of an inventory of the elements elected as 
representative and their description, highlighting the properties that distinguish them; and the establishment of 
criteria allowing an initial classification by categories.” (Proença, 2014: 81)   
 
The idea of studying the city through the reading of its individual parts was theorized by Aldo Rossi, who said 
that “the object of urban morphology is not the study of the city understood as a whole” and then by Michele 
Caja: “in the study of the city we can group the issues into problems organized with an internal aspect and 
logic.” (Caja et al, 2010: pp. 59) Because, quoting Argan in 1965, “when faced with a vast set of phenomena, 
there is a need to group them and order them by categories and by classes”. (Caja et al, 2010: 21)  
 
The “previous classification” requires the drafting of an inventory of elements elected as representative and the 
description of the properties that distinguish them, thus defining the criteria that allow an initial classification by 
categories. 
 
Furthermore, the construction of the types takes place through the classification by families of the common 
properties of the elements, thus emphasizing the collective characteristics. This process of rational abstraction 
follows to define the type. Also the phase of the construction of a classification will be flanked by the Literature 
Review as the theoretical part and the practical part of the study will progress simultaneously until reaching the 
preliminary results. 
 
As stated, the purpose is to demonstrate the role of the type-morphological study of the Portuguese seashore 
street which is necessary to understand the evolution of that urban element. The need is to rethink the marginal 
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space between the cities and the water, - which, due to the rise of the average sea level, could be subject to 
more or less intense flooding – using a graphical approach.  
 
The morphological description of the seashore street is fundamental to understand the dimensions of the public 
space and to have a detailed analysis useful to the planning and management of the space in relation to the 
increase in the average sea level. After the preliminary results are processed, the type-morphological framework 
is drawn up, the drafting of a methodological reference, for the interpretation of the present and future form of 
seashore streets. 
 
The results are obtained from the interweaving of the two areas of knowledge, the morphology of the coastal 
territories of the Portuguese cities, especially in conformity with the “Rua Marginal”, in relation to the climatology 
and future scenarios of rising sea level. Through the crossing of these two areas of knowledge we can reach 
the conformation of a complete type-morphological framework of possibility flooding and its impression the 
coastal urban fabrics. Subsequently, the case studies will be collected to compose the type-morphological 
framework and within this subdivision the ordering elements will be defined. These data will allow to open a 
debate on the seashore streets regarding the morphological transformation, having certain data to make future 
project, planning and planning decisions. 
 
Definition of Third Landscape 
 
In conclusion the definition of the third landscape, or third space, is the last point in the development of the 
doctoral thesis, coinciding with one of the prefixed objectives. Definition that occurs through the overlap of two 
areas of knowledge, the study of urban morphology and climate change, with regard to the object of study that 
for the moment we define seashore street. By defining this space we want to lay the groundwork to discuss 
what are the best methods to intervene to adapt them to the SLR due to climate change. 
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Fig. 04: Research design Organogram.  Source: Author edition 
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